The biological tissue has been mimicked and replaced by other materials, which have shown certain radiological similarity determined by attenuation coefficient (μ), density and atomic number. Specifically, in molecular imaging and radiation therapy have been developed multifunctional radiopharmaceuticals which contain beta/gamma and/or light emitters to chronic degenerative diseases treatment. Therefore, it is necessary to develop phantoms that allow optical and radiometric characterization. Since the agar gel has shown to be a medium which allows to model biological tissue in phototherapy studies, the aim of this study is to determine whether the agar gel may be used as biological tissue substitutes in 99m Tc dosimetry. Agar gel was prepared to 1% and 2.3% (water:agar) and its radiologicalproperties as: linear attenuation coefficient obtained by narrow beam geometry and XCOM software, density and effective atomic number (Z eff ) were determined. Using the determined μ, photontransmission was calculated by Monte Carlosimulation. The 99m Tc source region was immersed in a water phantom, two source regions were used, one source region was filled with water and another with agar gel. For both cases; the cumulated activity . The calculated cumulated activity presented 1% difference in both phantoms. The absorbed doseper unitcumulated activity was the same in both media, therefore the D too. Agar gel showed to be equivalent to water in terms of radiological properties for 140 keV photons, thus it can substitute soft tissue in 99m Tc dosimetry.
Introduction
In the field of the ionizing radiation dosimetry and medical physics the biological tissue has been mimicked and replaced by other materials, which have physical properties as those corresponding to the real tissue. The main purpose of tissue mimicking materials in dosimetry is to obtain an estimate of the absorbed dose as accurate as possible to human tissue. For example, water is considered as a reference material to perform dosimetric measurements because it has absorption and scattering properties of ionizing radiation similar to the soft tissue [1] .
In general, based in its chemical composition, density and characteristics of interaction with photons and electrons different materials which can substitute biological tissue have been explored. The equivalence of tissue mimicking materials to water and/or biological tissue have been performed by Monte Carlo simulation and experimentally [2] , [3] .
The mass attenuation and mass energy absorption coefficients [4] , [5] , linear attenuation coefficient [6] , [7] calculation of mass stopping and scattering [8] - [10] , electron density and effective atomic number [5] , [8] , [11] of several materials have been used to determinate theradiological equivalence to water.
Equivalent tissue materials and Monte Carlo method have been used to perform dosimetric measurements in radiotherapy and nuclear medicine with the purpose of giving an accurate absorbed dose to patients and reduce it in critical tissues [6] , [7] , [12] , [13] . Radiological properties and water equivalence of hydrogels have been previously studied to be used in x-ray, electron beams and brachytherapy sources dosimetry [4] , [8] , [10] due to these materials allow to know the three dimensional distribution of absorbed dose.
In nuclear medicine, the technetium-99m is the most commonly used radioisotope in diagnostic procedures. Its "short" physical half-life of 6 hours and its gamma ray semission (140 keV) allows adequate image quality for correct diagnosis. These features permit its application in the evaluation of equivalent materials to water or tissue with the purpose of developing solid phantoms [6] .
Moreover, hydrogels are also used in bio-optical research to elaborate phantoms with similar characteristics to soft tissue and reproduce the interaction of visible light and infrared radiation that occurs in the biological tissue [14] . Furthermore, they enable to construct semisolid objects with specific geometry and add inorganic substances which act as scattering or attenuation agents [15] .
Agar is a polysaccharide complex which has the capacity to hold water within its structure due to the presence of hydrophilic group such as: OH, -COOH, -CONH 2 , y-SO 3 H [16] , [17] . The agar gel phantom shows absorption and scattering characteristic similar to soft tissue and it is used to measure heat production and its distribution when the medium (with and without gold nanoparticles) is irradiated by laser beam [15] , [18] , [19] .
Nowadays in molecular imaging and targeted radiotherapy are developing of novel multimodality imaging agents containing beta/gamma and/or light emitters in its structure, whose mechanism of action is cancer cell killing by biological processes (angiogenesis inhibition, apoptosis induction), targeted radiotherapy and photothermal therapy [20] , [21] . Thus, it is necessary to develop phantoms that allow the radiometric and optical characterization of these imaging agents. It has been shown that the agar gel under specific conditions of preparation mimics the biological tissue for optical characterization, therefore the aim of this study was to determinate if the agar gel can be used with radiometric purpose as soft biological tissue substitute when it is irradiated with 140 keV photons.
Materials and Methods
The molecular formula of agar powder (C 12 H 18 O 9 ) n was obtained from manufacturer [22] and used to calculate its elemental weight fractions of agar and water in the gel sample. The agar powder was dissolved in water at 1 and 2.3% (water:agar), the mixture was heated up to the boiling point during 2 minutes with constant stirring and was gelled at room temperature. The agar gel phantom was obtained a cylindrical blocks of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 cm thick and 2.4 cm radius.
The 140 keV photon beam was obtained from a source of 99m
Tc with approximate activity of 11.1 MBq, it was placed within a lead container to collimate and modify the output beam diameter to generate three photon fluencies. The primary photons transmission is determined by narrow beam geometry [23] with source-detector distance of 1 m, as is shows in Figure 1 .
Transmission scans were performed on a dual head gamma camera (Siemens, e.cam) equipped with low energy collimator and the electronic collimation was realized with a 15% energy window centered in 140 keV. During 5 minutes the photons were counted for each measurement, three repetitions were performed for each thickness of agar gel and fluence. The number of counts recorded in the region of interest (ROI) was corrected only by background radiation, since in the narrow-beam geometry is assumed that no scattered radiation. The agar gel linear attenuation coefficient was determined by fitting the data of transmitted photons against thickness to an exponential function. The experimental setup was validated by measuring the water linear attenuation coefficient.
The XCOM database software provided by the NIST [24] was used to get an approximate value of agar gel linear attenuation coefficient for the concentrations (water:agar) used in this work. In the XCOM the chemical formula and mass fraction of agar powder and water used to prepare the gel samples were specified to calculate the mixture (agar gel) mass attenuation coefficient and it was divided by agar gel physical density to obtained linear attenuation coefficient.
The accuracy of agar gel linear attenuation coefficient agar-gel µ obtained in this work was determined by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, computing the photon transmission using this coefficient. The transmission data obtained by MC was compared with the results obtained experimentally. The MC code calculates the distance covered by the photon before its first interaction inside a defined thickness, using following expression [25] :
where r is a random number distributed between 0 and 1. As previously mentioned, a material is considered radiologically equivalent to water if it has the same effective atomic number, electron density and mass density [1] . Because of this, the mentioned parameters for agar gel were calculated in order to compare them with those of water.
The agar gel mass density was determined at room temperature by measuring the volume and weight of samples of agar gel using the following expression:
The Mayneord equation was used to estimate the effective atomic number of agar powder, 2.94 2.94 eff-agar 1
where a i is the fractional contributions of the i-th element to the total number of electrons in the mixture and z i is the atomic number [1] . Finally, the agar gel effective atomic number was calculated with the following expression:
where f a and f b represent the water and agar powder mass fraction used to prepare the agar gel samples. The 99m
Tc radiation dosimetry was performed using an agar gel cylindrical phantom with 4 cm diameter and 11.5 cm height, it was prepared with 18 MBq of 99m Tc to simulate the source region. A scintigraphy image series acquired at various time obtained with conjugate view technique was used to estimate cumulated activity A  and the absorbed dose (D) was estimated with the MIRD methodology. The source region was modeled with water and agar gel using the same geometry, volume and activity, to compare the activity (A(t)) and cumulated activity into both media. The source region was placed at 10 cm depth into a cylindrical water phantom with 24 cm diameter and 15 cm height and centered at its longitudinal axis. The Photopeak was centered at 140 keV. The activity at time t was estimated using the Equation (5),
The I A and I P are the counts per minute of the anterior and posterior views corresponding to source region. The I A and I P were corrected by background [26] and scatter radiation using the dual energy window technique [27] . C is the system calibration factor, it was obtained using the Equation (6),
Where A C is the activity of a point source and cpm are counts per minute registered in the gamma camera. F is the transmission factor across the patient thickness, it was determined by Equation (7),
where I and I 0 are counts registered with and without patient respectively. The experimental cumulated activity of water and agar gel phantom was represented by the area under the activity-time curve of the fitting function. In two media the mean absorbed dose (D) was estimated with the MIRD methodology, using the following equation:
The S value represents the absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity in the source region, and was determined with the following expression:
where E i is the mean (or individual) energy emitted per nuclear transition, n i is number of its nuclear transitions per nuclear transformation and 
where en µ is the absorption coefficient and r is the mean radius of interest region [23].
Results and Discussion
The agar gel concentrations used in this study provided a solid medium which allow its easy manipulation. The 2.3% concentration produced a rigid gel and showed to be less brittle and less prone to fracture during its evalu-ation. The results shown in Figure 2 indicate that the experimental setup of narrow beam geometry is valid and appropriate to obtain the linear attenuation coefficient for other materials, due to that the water linear attenuation coefficient value reported in the literature was obtained with this arrangement.
The calculated photon transmission through the agar gel is similar to that occurs in water as is shows in Figure 3 for the three fluencies, this is attributed to the chemical composition of agar gel which is almost completely composed by water [16] , which suggests that the photon fraction removed from the radiation field is similar in both media.
The agar gel linear attenuation coefficients for both concentrations (agar:water) and the three beam diameters show differences among themselves about 5% ( Figure 3 and Table 1 show that the accuracy and precision of the agar gel linear attenuation coefficient values obtained under these experimental conditions does not depend on photon fluencies, these differences and fluctuations can be related to the agar gel deformation [6] , [28] .
The theoretical verification of the experimental results was performed by XCOM program, where µ XCOM, 1% = 0.1506 1/cm and µ XCOM, 2.3% = 0.1507 1/cm, comparing these values with that from Table 1 ( agar-gel µ ), a 0.5% difference was observed.
Using agar-gel µ the photon transmission was calculated by Monte Carlo simulation for both gels, the results in Figure 4 shows that the transmitted photon fraction is in agreement with that observed in the gamma camera with a maximum difference of 2%.
The results suggest that the agar gel is an option for 140 keV photon dosimetry, which compared to the materials from Table 2 [6] , the agar gel has the advantage to be a material that allows geometry design, in addition to having a linear attenuation coefficient closest to that of the water.
Also the agar gel mass density was determined, where its mean value is 0.999 ± 0.004 g/cm 3 , it is approximately as that of water a 0.1% difference was observed.
To fully assess the radiological water equivalence of agar gel, the atomic number was determined. As mentioned in section methods, considering the fractional weight and chemical composition, the effective atomic number of agar gel as well as the corresponding value for water were obtained and show in Table 3 . As is well known, attenuation depends on the photon energy and effective atomic number, due to that from these parameters is define the interaction type [23], [28] . Moreover, the agar gel comparing with other gels, it shows greater similarity to water in terms of its radiological properties [8] , [29] .
The theoretical and experimental results of the photon transmission, linear attenuation coefficient and effective atomic number of the agar gel obtained in this work show that agar gel meets the ICRU (report 44) [30] requirements, thus the agar gel shown to be equivalent to water in terms of radiological properties for 140 keV photons.
For dosimetry, the activity A(t) was calculated by the conjugate view method. Using the Equations (6) and (7) and a point radiation source were determined 5091.7 261 cpm MBq C = ± and 0.2247 0.0023 F = ± . A series of scintigraphic images were used to calculate the A(t) as mentioned in methods section, the data are show in Figure 5 , where source region was modeled with agar gel and water.
The A'(t) is the activity quantity at time t by administered MBq to the source region. Based on the results shown in Figure 5 , the A'(t) points were calculated in the two regions of interest (agar gel and water), by comparing the activity values corresponding at the same time, they show a difference less than 1%. The last result is derived from the radiological equivalency between agar gel and water.
The cumulated activity was obtained by integrating the function f(t), which is shown in Figure 5 , is values is 124.4 1.7 MBq h A = ± *  . On the other hand, by using the equations 9 and 10 were determined the absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity in the source region, namely dosimetry properties of the agar gel. Thus, this gel can be used with radiometric purpose as soft biological tissue substitute when it is irradiated with 140 keV photons.
Conclusions
The agar gel prepared at a concentration of 2.3% showed to be a stable material with adequate mechanical strength for its handling, capable of reproduce three-dimensional shapes that can model different organs or biological tissue. It has been shown that the gamma camera with all its limitations in terms of energy discrimination of photons registered under narrow beam geometric conditions is a good choice to measure the linear attenuation coefficient of materials irradiated with gamma rays from 99m
Tc. The agar gel is a medium that can replace water because it has almost the same linear attenuation coefficient agar-gel 0.151 1 cm µ = when this medium is irradiated with 140 keV photons.
In accordance with ICRU-report 44, the agar gel presented radiological properties as density, effective atomic number and linear attenuation coefficient for a radiation field of 140 keV photons showing the radiological water equivalence.
Based on the literature results and results from this work, the agar gel is a medium that can substitute biological tissue for the radiometric and optical characterization of pharmaceuticals containing gold nanoparticles and radionuclides.
